
CAN PHILOSOPHY
SAVE THE WORLD?:
BEYOND CAPITALISM,
CONSUMERISM, AND
SYSTEMS OF
EXPLOITATION,
TOWARD ECOLOGICAL
CIVILIZATION

Learn from Claremont School of Theology's
leading voices on ecological civilization and
process philosophy, Philip Clayton, Meijun Fan,
Zhihe Wang, and Wm. Andrew Schwartz. This
one-and-a-half day workshop will explore how
process relational thinking might help address
the most urgent needs of our contemporary
global situation.

GATHER AT THE CROSSROADS:
THEOMUSICOLOGY MEETS SWEET
HONEY IN THE ROCK

Join ordained minister of the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) and higher education
administrator at Claremont School of Theology,
Belva Brown Jordan, in understanding the
sounds of Sweet Honey in the Rock, a popular
African-American acapella ensemble, and the
influence of music from an African American
perspective.

Ann. M. Nicgorski, professor and faculty
curator, will introduce Christianity in the
visual arts through a study of artworks across
the ages and around the world. This workshop
will conclude with an in-depth tour of the
Christian Art Gallery at the Hallie Ford
Museum of Art. Enjoy this special opportunity
for close study of relevant artworks that are
currently not on view to the public!

INTRODUCTION TO
CHRISTIANITY IN THE VISUAL
ARTS

SUMMER INSTITUTE
Explore your interests or discover a new passion!
Classes are open to anyone and taught by faculty from
Willamette University and Claremont School of
Theology who are leaders in their field.
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ABOUT THE INSTRUCTORS

Belva Brown Jordan is an Associate Dean of
Curriculum and Assessment at Claremont School of
Theology and has been a minister and academic
administrator in higher education for 28 years. Her
research and teaching interests focus on various
aspects of organizational dynamics, ministry,
collaborative leadership and theomusicology.

Ann M. Nicgorski is currently a Professor of Art
History and Archaeology at WU and a Faculty
Curator at the Hallie Ford Museum of Art in
Salem. Her scholarship and teaching encompass
ancient and medieval art history, including
Christian art, archaeology and iconography.

Philip Clayton is a constructive Christian theologian.
Meijun Fan specializes in Chinese traditional
aesthetics and aesthetical education. Zhihe Wang is a
leading figure in the constructive postmodern
movement in China. Wm. Andrew Schwartz's work
focuses on comparative philosophy and the role of big
ideas in the transition toward ecological civilization. 

Andrew Dreitcer is interested in contemplative
practices across religious traditions, spiritual
practices and neuro-scientific understandings.
Frank Rodgers Jr.'s research and teachings focus
on spiritual formation that is contemplative,
creative and socially liberative.

For more info & to register, please visit:
willamette.edu/offices/summer-programs OR

email: summer-programs@willamette.edu 

JUNE 17,  9AM - 5:15PM
JUNE 18, 9AM - 12:00PM
 

WARRIORS OF COMPASSION: HOW ENGAGED
COMPASSION IS PERSONALLY RESTORATIVE
AND SOCIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE

Andrew Dreitcer and Frank Rodgers Jr.,
spiritual leaders, researchers and teachers
from Claremont School of Theology, come
together for this one-and-a-half day
workshop to offer an experience into the
restorative power of compassion - through
stories, contemplative practices, reflection
exercises, and group processes.

JUNE 20, 9AM - 3PM
JUNE 21, 9AM - 12PM
$75

JUNE 19, 9AM - 3PM
JUNE 20, 9AM-12PM
$75

JUNE 4 - 6, 9AM - 12:15PM
$200

$75


